Stewardship Area 4

Trail Easement: 2,000 feet long by 20 feet wide

Overview
This stewardship area is a trail located within a fixed 20 foot wide easement through the
Sterling Highlands development property. The easement does not prohibit logging or other
construction in the trail area. The segment of this trail westerly of intersection #11 is a
former logging road grade suitable for wheelchair use. The trail is not wheelchair accessible
at the west end where it intersects Benchmark Avenue NE, at the east part, easterly of
intersection #11 to Stewardship Area 3 - intersection #12. Wood chips have been placed on
sloping segments of this trail, presumably to prevent erosion and improve footing.
The stands of trees bisected by this present trail were clear cut approximately 50 years ago,
and at that time the only trees left standing were a few scattered 40-50 year old western
hemlock and Douglas-fir generally of poor quality, as well as western red cedar that were
limby but otherwise good quality. During this logging operation there was probably
considerable soil disturbance exposing bare mineral soil, creating a seedbed for the invasion
of the current stand of mostly red alder. There is an old logging grade approximately 500 feet
north of intersection #11, heading off the trail in a generally southwesterly direction.
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Vegetation
This stand is fully stocked with mostly red alder trees that are 40-50 years old. Dominant
trees are generally fair quality and have a diameter at breast height (4.5 feet above the ground
surface-DBH) of 10-14”. Suppressed trees generally have less than 6 inch DBH, and are in
the process of dying with small crowns. Spacing of alder is irregular. In areas the height to
crown branching is low on trunks of many trees, due to adequate spacing throughout life.
With sufficient light and lack of competition from adjacent trees, premature branching can
occur. In other areas where trees are more tightly spaced, trees tend to have a smaller
average DBH. Spacing of dominants averages approximately 15 feet apart, and spacing of all
trees is approximately 12 feet.
There are a few, scattered, 90 year old, western hemlock and Douglas-fir, generally of poor
quality with a DBH of 16-24 inches, and western red cedar that are limby, but otherwise
good quality with a DBH of 30-40 inches. These were left when the stand was logged
approximately 50 years ago. There are also a few scattered big leaf maple trees that have
multiple trunks due to sprouting from stumps after being cut 50 years ago. These typically
have a 12-24 inch DBH. There are scattered 15-50 year old natural reproductions of western
red cedar that are limby but otherwise good quality with a DBH of 4-16 inches. These
number approximately 30 per acre, and are irregularly distributed. There are a number of
small groves of mostly western red cedar that range in age from 15 to 90 years old These are
tightly spaced, averaging approximately 10 feet apart. Underneath these clumps there is little
vegetation and a continuous duff layer of needles. There are also a few widely scattered
Douglas fir approximately 15-20 years old, which are in the process of dying due to shading.
Understory is predominantly salmonberry, stinging nettle, sword fern, red elderberry and
Oregon grape. Ivy was observed to be present on several trees, and some Himalayan
blackberry is present along the trail in areas. There are many snags and downed logs of
alder, usually from suppressed trees with less than 6 inch diameter. There are also numerous
(>10/acre) relict downed logs and stumps from the original old-growth stand.
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Stewardship Area 4: Red Alder stand

Wildlife
If this stand is not harvested and the alder is allowed to mature and die, there would be an
increase in usage of standing trees by woodpeckers and cavity nesting birds. Extensive
downed wood would provide habitat for up to 100 species. The groves of cedar would
provide thermal and hiding cover for deer and other animals. The few scattered large old
trees would add to diversity of habitat. There would be a rapid increase in density of brushy
cover in openings created by the dying alder. Early succession brush species like salmonberry
and red elderberry would probably be dominant in openings, and Himalayan blackberry
could also potentially invade. There would be an increase in usage by songbirds,
hummingbirds, butterflies, bees and other species that feed on berries and nectar, and deer
which feed on browse.
If harvested and replanted to young conifer trees, there would likely be an increase in early
succession vines, shrubs and trees which would provide similar habitat to that described
above for openings. As the conifer canopy closed there would be a decrease in the usage by
songbirds, etc., and an increase in usage by such species as red crossbills and Douglas
squirrels. Refer to Appendix I in this report for a more complete listing of wildlife species
present.

Objectives/Alternatives
If logged:
·

Request of owners that during logging that they maintain structural and habitat diversity
of stand by leaving the cedar groves; some individuals and groups of red alder; buffers
around wetlands; and the scattered older conifer trees.
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·
·

Also during logging, the relict old stumps and downed logs should be retained as much
as possible for aesthetics, cultural record, and wildlife habitat.
If replanted after logging, control competing vegetation to allow young trees to establish
and create a conifer forest to contrast and add to diversity with adjoining dense red alder
stands in adjoining stewardship areas 3 and 8.

If not logged:
·

·

Allow natural succession to occur, but consider planting some of the “holes” created by
dying red alder to western red cedar, on a 12’ spacing beyond the drip lines of live trees.
Control competing vegetation until trees have overtopped competition. This will add to
stand diversity. Elsewhere allow natural succession to occur.
Also consider cutting down alder beside trails, or creating short snags to minimize
hazard from falling branches and trees as they age. Plant to conifer trees, as previously
described. This will establish enduring trees along the trail, and also help control the
invasion of Himalayan blackberry.

Field Observation Notes
1. Small wetland area near west end of trail
2. Large diameter, 90-100 year old western red cedar tree with side branches that look
like human arms 50 feet east of wetland crossing, near west end of trail
3. Old logging grade approximately 500 feet north of intersection #11
4. Relict old-growth stumps with burn marks, some with lush growth of red huckleberry
on top, and one without bark showing insect infestation near west end of trail
5. Relict old growth log with lush fern growth near east end of trail
6. Mostly a red alder stand, and small groves of western red cedar
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